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Abstract 
 
Legislative measures failed to prohibit employment of children in hotels in Amravati. It 
includes particularly The Bombay Shops and Establishments Act 1948 and the Maharashtra 
State Shops and Establishments Rule 1961. The Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) 
Act 1956 with recent amendment dated October 10, 2006. An inadequate and incompetent 
law enforcing machinery and absence of proper and timely co-operation and co-ordination in 
between the concerned agencies could not prohibit working of children in hotels in Amravati 
single handedly. In view of working children, the households are more interested in 
employment of child even though the family livelihood does not depend on child earning. In 
some cases children themselves are curious in seeking employment in hotels at their own at 
the cost of childhood. The children found working in hotels in Amravati with the support of 
households and /or their own choice. The hoteliers and customers felt that working of 
children in hotels in Amravati is less in economic and more in social, cultural and 
psychological nature. The study suggested strict and stringent enforcement of respective legal 
measures together with adequate enforcing machinery coupled with proper implementation 
of free and compulsory primary education in Amravati, so that no child will be at workplace. 
 
Keywords 
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Introduction 
 
The growing magnitude of child workers in all occupations through out the world is shame on 
humanity. Asian continent contributed highest number of child workers in the world (Naila-
2003). India employed 1.27 crore-child workers in the age of 6-14 years of age (Census 2001, 
GoI Report-2003). India is recognized as home for child workers. The ILO has attempted to ban 
working of children for economic causes through its Conventions and Resolutions. The 
constitutional instruments together with legal measures in India failed to prohibit and regulate 
employment of children even engaged in hazardous activities (Helen-2004). The Indian legal 
measures are mostly concern with regulation of employment for children engaged in hazardous 
activities. The children working in unorganized and informal sector occupations are still 
unattended and mostly untouched under legal measures (Lieten-2002). The household’s initiative 
for employment of children and child’s preference for wage earnings resulted in higher number 
of child workers. The inadequate law enforcing machinery and absence of trained labour 
inspectorate, lack of proper and timely co-ordination and co-operation in respective agencies is a 
major cause for child work (Padhi-2004). Absence of stringent enforcement and strict 
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implementation of the legal measures contributed for the large magnitude of child workers in 
hotels in Amravati.  
 
The paper is based on the study of child workers in hotels in Amravati, which is recognized as 
home for child workers in informal and unorganized sector occupations. The Bombay Shops and 
Establishments Act 1948 and the Maharashtra State Shops and Establishments Rules 1961 found 
non-effective to prohibit employment of children below the age of 15 years in hotels. The Child 
Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986 remained salient to prohibit employment of 
children below the age of 14 years in hotel occupation even after stringent amendment on 
October 10, 2006. The magnitude of child workers in hotels in Amravati was on increasing trend. 
The implementation of the USDoL and the UNICEF projects regarding withdrawal and 
rehabilitation of child workers in Amravati speaks about the higher magnitude of child workers 
and the seriousness of the issue. The study suggested need to peep into aspects that overall 
development of child is essential for healthy and sound society resulted into sustainable 
economic development. The households and children are equally responsible as pull factors for 
child workers in hotels. The study claimed that supply of child workers is highly responsible as 
compared to demand in hotels in Amravati. Therefore there is a high need to control supply of 
children as workers in hotels. The study suggested stringent and strict enforcement of concern 
legal provisions. It strongly recommends implementation of free and compulsory primary 
education as an effective tool to rehabilitate rescued child wage earners towards formal 
schooling and to save their childhood. 
 
Legal Provisions 
 
The Constitutional instruments and the legal measures are under implementations by the Central 
and the State governments to prohibit and regulate working of children in all sectors. As far as 
hotel occupation is concern the specific acts have been enforced to prohibit employment of 
children by the central and state governments. In the State of Maharashtra the Bombay Shops 
and Establishments Act 1948 prohibits employment of children below the age of 15 years in 
hotels. The act has been supported by the Maharashtra Shops and Establishment Rule 1961 after 
formation of the State in 1960. The Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1956 came 
under amendment on October 10, 2006. The amendment included hotels in the list of 
occupations where employment of children below the age of 14 years is prohibited. It is 
unfortunate that thousands of children below the age of 14 years are still working in unorganized 
and informal sector occupations in the State in general and in hotels in Amravati in particular. It 
has been recognized that absence of adequate law enforcing machinery, lack of proper and 
timely co-ordination and co-operation between the concerned government departments, apathetic 
approach of the government are responsible for ineffectiveness of legal measures (Sharma-2002). 
The various programmes, projects carried out by the government for withdrawal and 
rehabilitation for children rescued from workforce failed drastically because of absence of 
enforcement of legal measures. There are certain pull factors and push factors that are beyond the 
control of legal measures (Saravanan-2002). Therefore the constitutional and legal measures 
remained non-effective to prohibit employment of children in hotels in Amravati single 
handedly. 
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Research Design 
 
The earlier studies mostly spokes about demand side of the issue. In fact the study recognized 
that supply of children as workers in hotels is significant variable. The households compelled 
children for wage earning to supplement family income. The promotion for employment of 
children particularly in hotels by households and the working of children at their own is highly 
serious issue. The study was an attempt to find out different aspects for employment of children 
in hotels in Amravati particularly the supply variable. This study attempted to find out economic, 
social, cultural, psychological and other relevant factors that compelled children to work in 
hotels. Similarly it was an attempt to find out the reasons for children seeking employment in 
hotels i.e. the pull factors and push factors. The study attempted to carryout the study 
scientifically and systematically on the said issues.   
       
The objectives for the study were set on the basis of three factors i.e. 1.supply factors where 
households prefer employment of children in hotels and children choice for wage earning 
through employment in hotels. In this case child working in hotels was major concern, 2. 
Demand factors where hoteliers are buyers for child workforce and 3. Customers those observe 
children working in hotels and mostly failed to do in the interest of children. The objectives for 
the said research were: 
 
1. To find out the factors responsible for household’s preference and promotion of children 

for employment in hotels  
2. To find out the reasons for child choice to work in hotels in Amravati. 
3. To find out the causes for hoteliers choice to child as worker. 
4. To find out the causes in view of customers for working of children in hotels and choice of 

hoteliers to child work force. 
 

The study considered children working continuously for more than three months in hotels in 
Amravati as child workers. Because wages earned by child continuously for three months has 
been considered significant contribution for household’s livelihood. The Amravati city is divided 
into four geographical zones and the hotels classified in eight categories as shown in table 1. The 
authentic universe of hotels in Amravati was non-available with shops and establishments 
department in Amravati. The number of children working in hotels in Amravati was beyond 
known fact. Even the rough estimation of child workers in Amravati found contradictory to each 
other in case of the government agencies and NGOs. The claims of both agencies found on 
extreme and unrealistic. The study attempted to decide reasonable representative sample in 
respective categories. Therefore the sample size in case of working children was 1099 (table 1 
and exhibit 1) and in case of hotelier 367 (table 2 and exhibit 2) but representing all eight 
categories of hotels in four zones. The size of samples in case of customers was 536 (table 3 and 
exhibit 3). The study carried out through non-probability sampling method because of its 
exploratory nature. The primary data and information collected through non-disguised structured 
questionnaire together with observations.  
 
The samples were selected through convenience, judgmental and quota sampling techniques as 
shown in table 1, 2 and 3.The selection of sample unit had been taken place in convenience of 
researcher from every geographical zone and category of hotels. A quota had been selected from 
every class of child workers, hoteliers from respective zone as well as customers. The study 
attempted to identify the responsible factor for its supply side of working of children in hotels at 
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the cost of childhood instead of going to school. It was an effort to bring these child workers in 
mainstream of the society and to make them free to enjoy childhood. 
 
Major Significant Findings  
 
The study finds out certain causes for employment of children in hotels in Amravati in view of 
working children, hoteliers and customers. The Bombay Shops and Establishments Act 1948 and 
Rule 1961 and the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1956 could not prohibit 
employment of children in hotels opined hoteliers and customers. The children working in hotels 
had certain comprehensions about their employment. It is either in terms of households’ 
preference or children own choice. The findings are related in view of child workers regarding 
households’ preference for child employment as well as children own choice for employment in 
hotels.  The children themselves are interested in employment in hotels at their own said 
respondent child workers. The major findings of the study classified in to three categories viz. 1) 
child workers own comprehension about parents preference for child employment in hotels, 2) 
child own choice of work specially in hotels, 3) hoteliers view towards child workers in hotels in 
Amravati and customers observations and particularly towards working of children in hotels and 
4) hoteliers choice to child as worker in hotels particularly the causes for preference to child 
workers. The findings are presented as follows: 
 
Househols Preference For Child Employment 
 
It observed and learnt from the opinions of respondent child workers that households played 
significant role in employment of children in hotels in Amravati. The households had preference 
of child earning to satisfy family requirements regarding enhancement of desired standard of 
living. The households promoted children for employment in hotels because of social, cultural 
and psychological factors together with economic factors. Even the family tradition and social 
prejudices contributed in employment of children in hotels. Socio-economic environment in 
locality also found responsible factor. Parents felt that child alone at home is unsafe and 
unsecured. Employment of child is better option to avoid accompany of vagabond boys and 
doing nuisance in the locality opined parents. Therefore it cleared that socio-cultural and 
psychological factors together with economic causes contributed in the size of child workers. 
The households’ preferences to employment of children in hotels in opinions of respondent child 
workers are listed below (table 4). 
 

1. The respondent child workers told that the households preferred employment of children 
to supplement family income. Out of 1099 respondent 501 (45.59 per cent) child workers 
told that households either promoted or compelled to child for employment under 
economic compulsions. The intermittency of income, low level of family income, 
absence of regular employment to adults etc. are the reasons of economic compulsions 
said child workers. But in majority cases livelihood of family was not dependent on child 
earning told respondents. Whereas contribution of children in family monthly income 
was significant. The households preferred employment of children because they wanted 
to utilize child earnings to satisfy family requirements those are over and above the basic 
needs and wants particularly enhancement of standard of living told child workers. 
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2. The households felt that child should become source of income to the family said 823 
(74.87 per cent) out of 1099 respondents child worker. The households had feeling that 
they become free from responsibility once child started earning. The parents thought that 
formal schooling could not provide better sources of means and children have to go for 
wage earning therefore it is better to start earning at early age said respondent child 
workers.  

 
 

3. The households want their children to fend for themselves as early as possible said 465 
(42.31 per cent) respondents. At the same time the earning of children could be utilize for 
economic and social enhancement that give social status to the family. 

4. The households find children alone at home unsafe and unsecured both because of 
absence of caretaker as well as facilities, and amenities at home and in locality said 419 
(38.13 per cent) respondents. Such insecurity feeling among households promoted a 
thought that it is better to employ child in hotel nearing to parents work place told 248 
(22.57 per cent) respondents. In case child live alone at home will involve in mischievous 
and unsocial activities or accompanied by vagabond boys. Therefore employment is a 
better option to keep them busy whenever parents are at work place. 

 
5. The family tradition or social prejudices compels to households for child wage earning 

told 433 (39.40 per cent) respondents. The households preferred employment of children 
under social prejudices. The children from same socio-economic strata are engaged in 
employment therefore households thought that there is nothing wrong in promotion of 
our child for employment in hotels said respondents. As a matter of tradition the 
households had a casual and liberal approach about employment at early age. The 
households find hotels as comparatively better workplace because at least it provides 
food and shelter to their children said respondent. 

 
6. The households assume that the child work terminates his dependencies said 427 (38.85 

per cent) respondents and become independent. The households have feeling that 
employment in hotels helps to delinquent culture and protects children against bad 
company told 417 (37.94 per cent) and 319 (29.02 per cent) respondents respectively. 

 
7. Some of the children had left the school and are idle and doing nothing therefore the 

households compelled them for employment in hotels told 349 (31.76 per cent) 
respondents. The employment of children in hotels for couple of hours provides some 
moments of privacy to parents therefore households preferred employment of children in 
hotels said 296 (26.93 per cent) respondent child workers. 

 
8. Female headed families promoted employment of children opined 315 (28.66 per cent) 

respondents. As in case of snacks bar, tea stalls, road side eateries and khomchewalas 
female workers have no scope. Rather these hotel owners did not prefer female workers. 
Therefore female headed families promoted male child to work at these places.  

 
Children Choice For Working in Hotels 
 
Children equally contributed in the issue for the economic causes along with to avoid schooling 
or to prove themselves useful for family. The working children told that they wanted to become 
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independent and some of them had fear of discarding from family if they do not contribute in 
family income. The major findings in this regard are as follows particularly based on opinions of 
1099 child workers (table 4) in hotels in Amravati. 
 

1. It found that the children sought employment in hotels and/or they themselves choose 
working in hotels at their own. Out of 1099 respondents, 962 (87.53 per cent) told that 
they were working to supplement family income. The children started working at their 
own or parents compelled them for doing the same.  

 
2. The households utilize earning of these children for socio-economic upliftment of family, 

whereas the family livelihood was not dependent on child wage earning told respondents. 
Out of total respondents 57 (5.19 per cent) told that in absence of wage earner in family, 
children seek employment in hotels. Some of the respondents said that female-headed 
family promoted male children to work in hotels. The child workers for whom no one is 
to looking preferred employment in hotels said respondents. 

 
3. The children had fear of being discarded from family by parents; if they do not earn said 

545 (49.59 per cent) respondent child workers. Out of 1099 respondents 499 (45.40 per 
cent) wanted to prove themselves that they are useful to the family therefore preferred 
wage earning. The children had feeling that wage earning gives recognition and status in 
family and society said respondents. In some cases because of parental incapacitations 
children become the sole breadwinner told 102 (9.29 per cent) respondents. The 366 
(33.60 per cent) respondents said that the households asked to search for job or to assist 
in parents’ occupation. 

 
4. The children preferred employment in hotels instead of going to school because they do 

not like to be dependent on others and wanted to be independent told 387 (35.21 per cent) 
respondents. These child workers dislike formal schooling; they had no attraction towards 
formal education. Moreover had feelings that they are not competent and capable for 
formal education. They have already attempted formal schooling till primary level and 
discontinued the same. They felt that, it is always better to go for wages instead of 
schools. 

 
5. The study found controversy in approaches of working children about education. Out of 

total 1099 respondents 315 (28.66 per cent) told that some children work to avoid formal 
schooling. Where as 397 (36.12 per cent) told that some children work to utilize school 
vacations and holidays, so that they could meet out hidden cost of formal schooling 
through their wage earnings said 202 (18.36 per cent) respondents.  

 
6. It was very surprising that children were working during school vacations and holidays 

even in out of school timings. It found that though primary education is free still the 
students (parents) have to bear cost of education, which is hidden cost. Looking after the 
schools, taken care of local governments such hidden cost goes on higher side. These 
children (202) were working to meet out hidden cost of education to continue their formal 
schooling. 
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7. In some cases children want to learn job said 129 (11.74 per cent) respondents. Out of 
total respondents 360 (32.76 per cent) told that some child workers were interested in 
earning specially to meet out –of- pocket expenses or own requirements. 

 
Hoteliers and Customers View  
 
The hoteliers and customers opined that households are more interested in child earning. The 
issue of employment of children in hotels is not only economic in nature but has more socio, 
psychological and cultural (table 6) aspects. The major findings in view of hoteliers and 
customers have been discussed below. The hoteliers as employers and customers being visitors 
to hotels in Amravati observed large number of children working in hotels. The study collected 
information from 367 hoteliers and 536 customers. All the respondent hoteliers and customers 
observed less number of child workers in restaurants. The respondents told that tea stalls; snack 
bars, caterers and khomchewala were prominent places for working of children. Child workers 
found very often and in less numbers particularly in bar-restaurants observed by respondents.. 
 

1. The socio economic causes are responsible for employment of children in hotels in 
Amravati said hoteliers and customers. The respondents opined that knowingly or 
unknowingly households promoted and/or compelled children for wage earning. 
Households found hotels as good option for child working. The respondents said that the 
households had an approach that there is nothing wrong in working of children. The 
households want their children to fend themselves as early as possible. The households 
felt that children should become a source of income to the family and terminate their 
dependencies said respondents.  

 
2. Moreover in the social structure bread earner has status in family and society recognizes 

and respects wage earner. Similarly child wanted to prove that they are useful to the 
family. Contribution of child at early age in family income is as good as family tradition 
said 118 (32.15 per cent) hoteliers, 217 (40.48 per cent) customers. Similarly social 
prejudices like child should fend at early age or child should become independent as early 
as possible also major factor for contribution of magnitude of child workers opined 107 
(29.15 per cent) hoteliers and 236 (44.03 per cent) customers. 

 
3. The households had attitude and approach that children should earn for family at early 

age told respondents. In some cases parents asked children to assist in occupation opined 
156 (42.51 per cent) hoteliers and 271 (50.56 per cent) customers. Working of children at 
early age in the interest of family became customary in particular society said 187 (50.95 
per cent) hoteliers and 469 (87.50 per cent) customers.  

 
4. The demographic expansion of city contributed in employment of children said 196 

(53.41 per cent) hoteliers and 283 (52.80 per cent) customers. The child workers and their 
family’s had residence in out skirts area of the city that is undeveloped or in slums where 
basic facilities and amenities are absent. The parents found their children alone at home 
unsafe and unsecured in absence of caretaker and basic facilities and amenities at home 
and in locality. It promoted insecurity feelings among households whenever child is alone 
at home. Therefore households preferred working of children instead unsafe life. Cost of 
living in urban areas is comparatively higher and there is hidden cost of living. Child 
employment is a result to supplement family income so as to meet out such hidden costs. 
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5. Social unawareness and apathy regarding exploitation of children is equally responsible 

said 213 (58.04 per cent) hoteliers and 480 (89.55 per cent) customers. Normally low 
profile and low paid and dishonourable jobs are offered in hotels to child workers said 
respondents. Children discontinued formal education and remain idle or some avoids 
schooling. In such cases parents prefer employment for them, so that child will be busy in 
constructive work. 

 
6. The households preferred employment of children in hotels to protect them against bad 

company and unsocial environment in locality. In some cases child left school 287 (78.20 
per cent) and 276 (51.59 per cent) hoteliers and customers. In some cases child was idle 
and doing nothing said 215 (58.58 per cent) hoteliers and 220 (41.04 per cent) customers 
therefore households asked them for employment in hotel.  

 
7. Breakdown of joint family system and existence of nuclear family contributed in the 

issue up to some extend. In absence of anyone to look after to children at home the 
households preferred to engage children in hotels nearing to their work place said 257 
(70.03 per cent) hoteliers and 208 (51.59 per cent) customers.  

 
8. The households forced or sometimes compelled to children for wage earning opined 314 

(85.56 per cent) hoteliers and 503 (99.83 per cent) customers. The supplementary earning 
by child could give better life style.  

9. In some cases parents found reluctant to send children in formal schooling said 235 
(64.03 per cent) hoteliers and 412 (76.86 per cent) customers. Sometimes children found 
reluctant to go to schools or to escape attending school because of unappealing, non 
attractive schooling said 287 (78.20 per cent) hoteliers and 276 (51.59 per cent) 
customers. Similarly irrational education structure could not attract either to households 
or children for formal schooling therefore parents asked for jobs to child opined 249 
(67.85 per cent) hoteliers and 297 (55.41 per cent) customers. The households’ reluctance 
and children non-interest for unappealing and unattractive formal schooling keeps them 
out of school and put in employment in hotels said respondents.  

 
10. Parent’s addiction contributed in employment of children said 194 (52.86 per cent) 

hoteliers, 379 (70.71 per cent) customers. The analysis made it clear that economic factor 
was not responsible alone for employment of children in hotels. Migrant families 
promotes child for employment particularly in hotels because care for food and shelter 
can be taken easily at this place opined 137 (37.33 per cent) hoteliers and 339 (63.25 per 
cent) customers. 

 
11. Respondents opined that in some cases economic compulsions were at individual level of 

children but households were known about employment of their children. There were few 
children for whom employment was the only option to need for food opined hoteliers and 
customers but the number was countable. Intermittency of income, absence of continuous 
employment to adults and absence of family support structure in terms of finance were 
responsible factors for employment of children in hotels said 215 (58.58 per cent) 
hoteliers and 220 (41.04 per cent) customers.  
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12. The hoteliers and customers opined that children found working in hotels particularly to 
support family income. The households promoted, tempted and/or compelled to children 
for wage earning to supplement family income and they took it as financial support for 
family. 280 (76.29 per cent) hoteliers and 418 (77.98 per cent) customers opined that the 
children were working to supplement family income and in majority cases the households 
compelled children for wage earning said respondents.  

 
Economic Causes 
 
Employment of children in organized and unorganized sector is recognized as economic issue. 
The study pointed out that there are certain economic factors that contributed for bigger size of 
child workers. Mainly socio-cultural and psychological factors are also equally responsible for 
employment of children. In fact these issues have been linked up with economic issues. It is 
learnt that children were not working to fend their family except few cases. But economic causes 
for employment of children are supported by social factors. Significant economic causes 
responsible for employment of children are discussed here. 
 

1. Economic compulsions were one major cause in opinion of 202 (55.04 per cent) hoteliers 
and 350 (65.30 per cent) customers for employment of children in hotels. The households 
compelled to child for wage earning to satisfy family’s increasing needs and wants in 
respect to upgrade standard of living. There were few cases where family livelihood was 
dependent on child earning. But in most cases the share of children in family income was 
reasonable as it was on an average Rs. 1000/. In few cases family livelihood was directly 
related to child earning. Therefore households compelled them for wage earning said 
respondent hoteliers and customers.  

2. Intermittency of income, regular employment to adults, low wage earning, and hidden 
cost for living in urban area resulted into low income level. Therefore 280 (76.20 per 
cent) hoteliers and 418 (77.98 per cent) customers claimed that economic poverty was 
one reason for promoting child employment. Child earning played significant role in 
supplementing family income. 

 
3. The households’ incapacitations is responsible for employment of children opined 128 

(34.88 per cent) hoteliers and 240 (44.78 per cent) customers. Because of illiteracy and 
unawareness households could not understand what is full grown up developed and 
literate child. Illiteracy and unawareness among households kept a curtain on their face 
about child development thus promotes child employment opined 110 (24.97 per cent) 
hoteliers and 220 (41.04 per cent) customers. 

 
4. Absence of regular employment to adults and intermittency of income kept low level of 

family income. An insufficient income level could not satisfy family needs hence 
households compelled children for wage earning said 251 (68.39 per cent) hoteliers and 
403 (75.19 per cent) customers.  

 
5. The primary education is free and compulsory; still thousands of children are out of 

schools. There were children those worked while going to school and some remained 
absent in schools for work. Most of the children worked to meet-out-hidden cost of 
education. Similarly some were working to meet out-of-pocket expenses. It was quite 
significant that some children worked to utilize school holidays and vacations so that they 
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could meet out cost of education said 79 (21.52 per cent) hoteliers and 183 (33.96 per 
cent) customers. There were cases that children were working after or before school 
timings. The hoteliers and customers opined that some children were working to satisfy 
hidden cost of schooling as distribution of school uniform, text books and other study 
material including mid day meal could not take place at proper time said 84 (22.07 per 
cent) hoteliers and 218 (40.67 per cent) customers.  

 
6. The 43 hoteliers and 268 customers reported that some children were fled from home, 

turned out from home by parents or deserted. These children were working in hotels 
simply to satisfy need for food and shelter. These children had feelings that no one is 
look after to them; therefore they found hotels as safe place at least for food and shelter. 
Child had feelings that formal education could not provide employment to children said 
hoteliers and customers. 

 
7. The children were working to satisfy own requirements including entertainment and 

addiction etc said 71 (19.35 per cent) hoteliers and 339 (63.25 per cent) customers. The 
unappealing and unattractive schooling failed to attract children from slum dwellers and 
the households belonging to low-income group. Majority of households found reluctant 
for sending children in schools or they felt education is not for poor people. The children 
remain idle and got neglected by parents and slowly child turn up to employment. Hotels 
proved to be easy, comfortable ad convenient place of work. 

 
8. The 73 (19.89 per cent) hoteliers and 183 (33.96 per cent) customers opined that low 

income level resulted into negligence towards child. Small size family restricted family 
income and to supplement the same households promoted child employment opined 222 
(60.49 per cent) hoteliers and 396 (73.88 per cent) customers. The demand for child as 
workers in hotels was there but one could not deny that supply of child workers in hotels 
in Amravati was more. It cleared that households and children themselves were far away 
from realities i.e. consequences of employment at early age at the cost of childhood. 

 
9. There are certain reasons like children themselves wanted to earn to become independent, 

supplement family income, to prove themselves, to gain social status, to avoid schooling 
likewise opined 189 (51.50 per cent) hoteliers and 342 (63.81 per cent) customers. 
Similarly in some cases because of absence of wage earner in family child have to opt for 
employment said 211 (57.49 per cent) homelier and 297 (55.41 per cent) customers. 

 
Faulty Enforcement of Legal Provisions 
 
It recognized that economic and social factors were responsible for existence of child workers in 
hotels in Amravati. Children themselves and households were more responsible followed by the 
governments and government machinery for existence of large number of child workers in hotels 
in Amravati said respondent. The children themselves were responsible for employment at early 
age told respondent. The government and law enforcing machinery together with other 
concerned departments, society and children are responsible in view of hoteliers and customers. 
The households’ compelled or motivated children for wage earning therefore these children 
could be easily rescued from workforce. 
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1. Inadequate law enforcing machinery with less number of inspectorate and unaware staff, 
absence of resources and other facilities are responsible said 297 (80.93 per cent) 
hoteliers and 375 (69.96 per cent) customers.  

 
2. Similarly the legal measures particularly Maharashtra State Shops and Establishments 

Act 1948 and Rules 1961 and the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1956 
with amendment on October 10, 2006 remained ineffective and lopsided to prohibit 
employment of children in hotels in Amravati opined 246 (70.03 per cent) hoteliers and 
269 (50.19 per cent) customers.  

 
3. The ineffective implementation and enforcement and non-cognizable punishment on 

violation of act proved pull factors for employment of children said 180 (49.05 per cent) 
hoteliers and 430 (80.22 per cent) customers.  

 
4. The absence of effective enforcement of the Shops and Establishments Act 1948 and 

Rules 1961 and the Child Labour Act 1956 including latest amendment on October 10, 
2006 found highly responsible for the existence of child workers in hotels said 
respondents. The hoteliers and customers did not accept that the issue of working of 
children in hotels in Amravati was of economic nature. Moreover 259 (70.57 per cent) 
hoteliers and 381 (71.08 per cent) customers said that improper implementation of free 
and compulsory primary education in unappealing nature was responsible for working of 
children in the age of 6-14 years in hotels.  

 
5. The social prejudices and hidden selfishness of households in respect of child wage 

earnings was major contributor in working of children in hotels said 220 (59.95 per cent) 
hoteliers and 216 (40.30 per cent) customers. 

6. There were hundreds of children working in hotels in Amravati in spite of enforcement of 
specified legal measures to prohibit employment of children particularly in hotels. The 
hoteliers opined that inadequate enforcing machinery failed to implement and enforce 
legal measures in Amravati. The respondents opined that these legal measures are 
lopsided there hoteliers preferred children as workers in hotels is true opined respondents. 

 
 
The Hoteliers Choice 
 
The hoteliers in fact buyers for child workforce or employer had preference to child workers 
because of cost-benefit-ratio (table 8). The hiring of children services as workers certainly saves 
cost said hoteliers. Moreover there are more benefits than cost saving in hiring of child workers 
told respondents. The households preference and children choice to sell their labour in hotels are 
the issues that are out of purview of legal measures. The significant findings regarding hoteliers’ 
choice to children as workers are as follows: 
 

1. The children found economically cheaper as compared to adult workers said 342 (93.19 
per cent) hoteliers and 500 (93.28 per cent) customers.  The child workers do the same 
amount of work as an adult but they cost less in terms of wages and maintenance said 
hoteliers and customers.  
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2. The hoteliers preferred child workers as compared to adult workers because they are hard 
working said 242 (65.94 per cent) hoteliers and 348 (64.93 per cent) customers. The child 
workers can be put for any sort of jobs/ assignments including low profile and demeaning 
jobs.  

 
3. In emergency they proved themselves useful to employer said respondents. The 225 

(61.31 per cent) hoteliers and 335 (62.50 per cent) customers told that child workers 
proved as obedient and disciplined in manners and works. They are good to follow 
employers order and dealing the customers. They used to follow the duty hours without 
fail and informs about their absentee said respondents. 

 
4. Out of the total respondents the 203 (55.31 per cent) hoteliers and 309 (57.65 per cent) 

customers opined that employers preferred child as workers as they are easily accessible 
to employers. Moreover in Amravati, the households ask jobs for children to hoteliers for 
their children. The children themselves stood at the door of hotels to sell their labour, this 
sort of accessibility promoted employment of children in hotels in Amravati told 
respondents.  

 
5. The child workers in hotels in Amravati work in a particular hotel for couple of hours. 

But they keep themselves employed for 6-8 clock hours in a day. They work at couple of 
hotels in a day as per conveniences of employers. Therefore they are useful to work for 
long and odd working hours said 250 (68.12 per cent) hoteliers and 410 (74.81 per cent) 
customers.  

 
6. The respondents said that children have less developed ego and status consciousness. 

They can be put on non-status even demeaning jobs without much difficulty said 
hoteliers and customers. Similarly feeling of gilt and shame less afflicts those opined 246 
(70.03 per cent) hoteliers and 269 (50.19 per cent) customers.  

7. The employers preferred child workers because of absence of protective legal measures 
and their inability to create problems at work place told 75 (20.74 per cent) hoteliers and 
150 (27.98 per cent) customers.  

 
8. The hoteliers find child workers non-unionized opined 77 (20.98 per cent) hoteliers and 

200 (37.31 per cent) customers. Child workers had no bargaining capacity and neglected 
by households and society and better candidates for task of helper said 146 (39.78 per 
cent) hoteliers and 227 (42.35 per cent) customers. Therefore it is always better to prefer 
child instead of adult as worker opined hoteliers. 

 
9. The child workers found more amenable to discipline and control. They can be coaxed, 

admonished pulled up and punished for default without jeopardizing relations and more 
co-operative and supportive to employer told respondents.  

 
10. The migration of families in urban areas in city like Amravati contributed in increasing 

number of child workers in hotels agreed 284 (77.38 per cent) hoteliers and 256 (47.76 
per cent) customers.  

 
11. The adaptive abilities of children were much superior to those of adults and similarly the 

child workers can be socializing as per taste or demand of the situations said 114 (31.06 
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per cent) and 320 (59.70 per cent) hoteliers and customers respectively. It is clear from 
the data and analysis that the factors influencing demand for child workers in hotels was 
not too effective as compared to factors influencing supply of children as workers in 
hotels. 

 
12. The child workers always found superior in adopting abilities to work as compared to 

adult workers said 138 (37.60 per cent) hoteliers and 256 (47.76 per cent) customers. 
Child worker plays supportive role to help their employer said 220 (59.95 per cent) 
hoteliers and 216 (40.30 per cent) customers. The 259 (70.37 per cent) hoteliers and 381 
(71.08 per cent) customers opined that the child workers remained more feasible to the 
employers in terms of economy. 

 
It is clear from the above analysis that cost benefit ratio is not the only factor for hoteliers 
preference to children as workers. The acceptance of children to perform demeaning jobs even at 
odd hours and for couple of hours together with in conveniences of hotelier’s and likewise is also 
promotional factors for hotelier’s choice to children as workers. 
 
Conclusions and Suggestions 
 
Child workers in hotels in Amravati are economic as well as social issue. Economic compulsions 
were not only cause for working of children in hotels in Amravati opined child workers, hoteliers 
and customers. The households and children themselves played significant role in employment 
of children in hotels. The households’ compelled children for wage earning to satisfy increasing 
needs and wants regarding families up gradation of standard of living. Similarly the households 
compelled children for employment to protect them against unsocial environment and bad 
company of vagabond children and getting delinquent culture in their absence. The households 
found child alone at home unsafe because of absence of basic amenities and facilities at home 
and in residential localities. They compelled children to go to hotels to meet out hidden cost of 
formal schooling or children were idle and doing nothing at home. In some cases children 
themselves found ready to sell their labour in hotels to need for food and shelter or to meet out–
of-pocket expenses or where ever no one was look after to them. Similarly inadequate law 
enforcing machinery and absence of proper and timely co-operation and co-ordination between 
government departments is also responsible. The government apathetic approach also found 
responsible for employment of children in hotels in Amravati. The hoteliers could buy child 
labour cheaper at door and hotelier’s found child workers obedient and disciplined as compared 
to adult workers. The hoteliers said that child workers were convenient to work for couple of 
hours as per their convenience even during odd hours. The child workers did not create any 
problem for hoteliers. Even they did not ask for recess or paid holidays or any assistance for any 
cause. The analysis made it clear that the households, government and law enforcing machinery 
and children themselves were responsible for working of children in hotels in Amravati. The 
hoteliers and customers said that fewer houseboys’ income was significant for household’s 
livelihood. The absence of wage earner compelled children for employment and female-headed 
family promoted employment of male child in hotels. There were certain cases reported by the 
respondents that the child fled from home, turned out from home by parents or deserted, 
preferred employment in hotels to need for food and shelter. There were significant reasons those 
were not economic in nature. The parents preferred sending children to hotels for couple of hours 
to find out some moments of privacy. The households preferred unwillingly sending children to 
hotels instead of schools to meet out hidden cost of schooling. There is high need to remove this 
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attitude of households to bring these children in mainstream of society. The households had 
feelings of insecurity of children to allow them at home and they did not have capacity to bear 
hidden cost of formal primary education. 
 
The study concluded that prohibition of employment of children in hotels is possible under 
stringent enforcement and strict implementation of the Bombay Shops and Establishments Act 
1948 and the Maharashtra State Shops and Establishments Rules 1961 in Amravati. The 
government should strictly enforce the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1956 with 
the amendment dated October 10, 2006. Amravati being recognized as home for child workers 
particularly in unorganized and informal sector occupations in general and in hotels in particular 
required adequate law enforcing machinery together with trained inspectorate and proper 
facilities. There is need for proper and timely co-ordination and co-operation between concern 
government departments like shops and establishments, labour, revenue, remand home, social 
welfare, police etc. to stop working of children in hotels in Amravati. The government should 
have proper plan for child workers rescued from hotels for their rehabilitations. Otherwise the 
rescued children will have to beg on roads or occupies bus stations or railway platforms to need 
for food and shelter. There should be a provision for heavy punishments for violation of act. The 
purview of the act regarding working of children need be extended considering both the variables 
i.e. demand for and supply of child workers. The employment of children i.e. hiring of services 
of children for economic activities is punishable offence. Similarly promotion of children for 
wage earning or making them compulsory to work should be within the purview of respective 
law. The efforts should be on the line to strengthen institutional capacity in this regard because 
institutes could prove good instrument to find out realistic and authentic magnitude of child 
workers so as to plan necessary actions. This could generate and develop awareness regarding 
prohibition of employment of children that could certainly helps to restrict the magnitude of 
child workers. 
        There is high need to stream line our approach which is of fragmentary in nature. The 
policies related to strengthening of children needs to be recognized and diverted to single point 
programme. Policies regarding child workers and primary education policies have to be 
formulated and to be operated in tandem and not independent of each other. The primary schools 
must be available, accessible, appealing, attractive and affordable as far as possible. The study 
recommended that proper follow up of free and compulsory primary education in Amravati to 
bring every child in the age of 6-14 years in the stream of formal education so as to no child 
should remain out of school or at any work place. 
 
The Maharashtra State government also proposed a programme to restrict supply of child 
workers from households. The government decided to withdraw rationing cards and other 
facilities of households those will not enroll their children in the age of 6-14 years in primary 
school. Further they should maintain required attendance of the children during academic 
session. This will certainly be helpful to control dropout rate of students in primary schools and 
will enhance quality education to attract non-schooling children. 
 
The study further recommended that the National Service Scheme (NSS) at college and 
university level could be utilize at local level to find out non- schooling children, children at 
work and to admit them in schools. Similarly it could be an effective source for development of 
social awareness to ban working of children. The public participation is highly required to stop 
working of children and it should be on high priority. The study strongly believes in free and 
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compulsory primary education programme together with stringent and timely enforcement of 
respective legal measures to prohibit employment of children in hotels in Amravati. 
 
(Paper based on research project A Study of Child Workers in Hotel and Catering Industry in 
Amravati grant-in-aid by Indian Council for Social Science Research (ICSSR) New Delhi. 
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Table 1 
Sample Size of Child Workers 

 
S.N. Cluster 

Stratification of Cluster in hotel Stratum 
 
Total 

       1       2           3          4          5            6         7          8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. Zone 1   

99 
6 41 1 64 57 18 48 334

2. Zone 2   
86 

4 33 8 96 84 11 56 378

3. Zone 3   
31 

2 29 0 38 31 3 37 171

4. Zone 4   
47 

4  22 2 50 48 5 38 216

 Total 26
3 

16 125 11 248 220 37 179 1099

1. Restaurants, 2. Bars and restaurants,  3. Caterers, 4. Lodges,    5. Snack bars,   6. Tea stalls,  
7. Mess (eating –house/snack bars in residential quarters),  8.Khomchewala. 
 

Exhibit No.1 
Sampling Technique For Selection of Samples Among Child Workers 

 
 
Samples 
 
  
 
Selection 
 
 
 
Process  

Level III  
Judgment Sampling in each Stratum

i.e. Selection of respondent/sample among each hotel occupation belongs to every 
strata of every category of hotel occupation and from every cluster ( as shown in 
table 1 ) 

Level II  
Stratification on the basis of category of hotel (eight) in Cluster Zone

i.e. The universe was divided in four zones and in every cluster zone there were eight strata of  hotel occupation 

from category 1 to 8( as shown in table 1 ) 
Level I  

Four Cluster as per Zones of Amravati Municipal Corporation
i.e. Zone 1,2,3 and4 ( as shown in table 1) 
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Table 2 
Sample Size of Hoteliers 

 
S.N. Cluster Stratification of cluster in hotel stratum Total 

      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. Zone 1 8 19 3 1 17 21 11 18 98
2. Zone 2 9 23 4 7 26 25 4 16 114
3. Zone 3 1 7 1 1 15 18 6 12 61
4. Zone 4 2 15 1 1 28 28 3 16 94

 Total 20 64 9 10 86 92 24 62 367
1. Restaurants, 2. Bars and restaurants, 3. Caterers, 4. Lodges, 5. Snack bars, 6. Tea stalls,  
7. Mess (eating –house/snack bars in residential quarters), 8.Khomchewala. 
 

Exhibit 2 
Sampling Technique For Selection of Samples Among Hoteliers 

 
  
 
Samples  
 
 
Selection  
 
 
 
Process 

Level III  
Convenience sampling in each stratum

i.e. Selection of respondent/sample among each hotel occupation belongs to every 
cluster zone, from every category of hotel and from every zone (as shown in table ) 
 

Level II  
Stratification on the basis of category of hotel (eight) in each zone

i.e. The universe was divided in to four clusters and in every cluster zone there 
were eight strata of hotel occupation from category 1 to 8 (as shown in table 

Level I
Four Cluster as per Zones of Amravati Municipal Corporation

i.e. Zone 1,2,3 and 4 (as shown in table )
 

Exhibit 3 
Sampling Technique For Customers 

 
 
Samples  
 
 
Selection  
 
 
Process 

Level II
Convenience Sampling in each Cluster

 i.e. In every cluster zone representation to each hotel occupation 
from category 1 to 8(as shown in table no.3.4) 
 

Level I
Four Cluster as per Zones of Amravati Municipal Corporation

i.e. Zone 1,2,3 and 4(as shown in table no.3.4)
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Table  3 
Sample Size of Customers 

 
SN Cluster Stratification of Cluster 

Education Level Total Age Group (yrs.) 
HSC Degree Post 

Degree 
Up to 
20 

20-40 40-60 60 & 
Above 

1. Zone 1 25 74 32 131 6 58 56 11
2. Zone 2 34 72 41 147 6 67 61 13
3. Zone 3 30 68 25 123 5 59 48 11
4. Zone 4 29 75 31 135 7 64 52 12

 Total 118 289 129 536 25 248 217 47
 

Table  4 
Households Preference and Children Choice For Work 

SN Household Preference No % SN Children Choice No % 
1 Economic compulsions 501 45.5

9
1 Supplement family 

income 
962 87.5

3
2 Source of income 823 74.8

7
2 Absence of wage earner 57 5.19 

3 Fend for themselves 465 42.3
1

3 Fear of discarding 545 49.5
9 

4 Child unsafe at home 419 38.1
3

4 Useful for family 499 45.4
0 

5 Help in occupation 248 22.5
7

5 Sole breadwinner 102 9.29

6 Family tradition 433 39.4
0

6 Household ask 366 33.3
0 

7 Terminate dependency 427 38.8
5

7 Become independents 387 35.2
1 

8 Protect against bad 
company 

319 29.0
2

8 Utilize school vacation & 
holiday 

397 36.1
2 

9 Getting delinquent 417 37.9
4

9 Avoid schooling 315 28.6
6 

10 Idle and doing nothing 349 31.7
6

10 Want to learn job 129 11.7
4 

11 Finding moment of 
privacy 

296 26.9
3

11 Interested in earning 360 32.7
6 

12 Female headed family 315 28.6
6

12 Meeting cost of 
education 

202 18.3
8 

 
Source: Primary data collected through questionnaire 
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Table 5 
Comparative statements of respondents profile 

 
SN. Particulars HO % CU % 
01 Age group (yrs)   
 18-35 173 47.14 309 57.66 
 35-50 163 44.41 154 28.73 
 50 & above 31 08.45 73 13.61 
02 Income (p.m.inRs.)   
  Below 10000 210 57.22 239 44.58 
 10000-20000 114 31.06 209 38.99 
 20000 & above 43 11.72 88 16.42 
03 

Education  
  

 Primary 79 21.42 33 06.16 
 Middle School 106 28.88 72 13.43 
 High School 92 25.07 127 23.69 
 Graduate 79 21.53 184 34.33 
 P. G. and Above 11 03.00 120 22.39 

Social, Cultural and Psychological Causes  
SN. Responsible Social Factors HO % CU % 

1 
Fear of Discarding from family 

251 68.39 350 65.30 

2 Social Prejudices 107 29.15 236 44.03 
3 Family Tradition  118 32.15 217 40.48 
4 Demographic Expansion 196 53.41 283 52.80 
5 Early Age Earning 156 42.51 271 50.56 
6 Social Status and Customary 187 50.95 469 87.50 
7 Escape Attending School 213 58.04 480 89.55 
8 Parents Reluctance - Education 235 64.03 412 76.86 
9 Expecting Better Life Style 314 85.56 503 93.83 

10 Left the Schooling 287 78.20 276 51.59 
11 Addictions of Parents 194 52.86 379 70.71 
12 Avoid Bad Company 257 70.03 208 38.80 
13 Idle and Doing Nothing 215 58.58 220 41.04 
14 Migration of family 137 37.33 339 63.25 
15 Parents Asked for Job 249 67.85 297 55.41 

Source: Data collected through questionnaire 
Hotel Owners (HO), Customers (CU), shows No. of Respondents and  % shows percentage to total respondents. 

 

 

Table 6 
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Economic Causes 
SN. Responsible Economic Factors HO % CU % 
1. Family Poverty 280 76.29 418 77.98 
2. Economic Compulsion 202 55.04 350 65.30 
3. Households incapacitations 128 34.88 240 44.78 
4. Illiteracy and Unawareness 110 24.97 220 41.04 
5. Small Family Size 222 60.49 396 73.88 
6. Adult Unemployment 251 68.39 403 75.19 
7. Absence of Wage Earner 211 57.49 297 55.41 
8. Low income level 73 19.89 220 41.04 
9. Hidden cost of education 79 21.52 183 33.96 
10. Satisfy Own Requirements  71 19.35 339 63.25 
11. Wanted to Earn 189 51.50 342 63.81 
12. Satisfy basic needs 43 11.72 268 50.00 
13. Family Promotion for employment 81 30.24 238 44.41 

 
Source: Data collected through questionnaire 
Hotel Owners (HO), Customers (CU), shows No. of Respondents and % shows 
percentage to total respondents. 

Table 7 
Hoteliers Demand For Child Workers 

 
SN. Variables HO % CU % 

1 Cheaper to buy 342 93.19 500 93.28 
2 Hard Working 242 65.94 348 64.93 
3 Obedient and Disciplined 225 61.31 335 62.50 
4 Creates Minimum Problems 75 20.44 150 27.98 
5 Economically Feasible 259 70.57 381 71.08 
6 Non-effective legislation  31 08.45 294 49.26 
7 Easily Accessibility 203 55.31 309 57.65 
8 Works Longer & Odd Hours 250 68.12 401 74.81 
9 Non-unonize 77 20.98 200 37.31 

10 Supportive to Employer 220 59.95 216 40.30 
11 Good as Helper 146 39.78 227 42.35 
12 Superior adaptive Abilities 138 37.60 256 47.76 
13 Less Ego and Status Feeling 246 70.03 269 50.19 
14 Perform Demeaning Jobs 255 69.48 280 52.24 
15 Socialize Easily 114 31.06 320 59.70 
16 Migration of families 284 77.38 256 47.76 

Source: Data collected through questionnaire 
Hotel Owners (HO), Customers (CU) shows No. of Respondents and column % shows percentage to total respondents. 
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